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Welcome
Welcome to the Aus Virtual Pilots Virtual Airline. The Aus Virtual Pilots Virtual
Airline is designed to enhance your flight sim experience and bring members
of the flight sim community together. Although we are based in Australia we
welcome all members around the world to join and be apart of the fun. Aus
Virtual Pilots is backed by a passionate team of both staff and members
looking to bring community together meeting new people.
Nicholas Mayson, Founder and President of Aus Virtual Pilots, conceived this
idea back in January of 2021 when he asked on a small Australian Flight Sim
forum whether anyone would be interested in flying together. Shortly
thereafter, Nicholas formed a small initial group with 5 members and has
grown tremendously ever since.
Ryan Taylor was a member who joined in the first year and soon after grew a
passion for the Aus Virtual Pilots brand. Ryan joined as an events manager
and brought the dream of an Aus Virtual Pilots Virtual Airline to life in 2022.
Ryan has formed a virtual airline that aims to be inclusive of all members with
flexible rules so that members truly enjoy their flight sim experience.
The Aus Virtual Pilots staff team are very excited to see you participate in
this group. We are a community built on helping one another and we hope
that this manual goes a long way to helping you get started and begin a new
flight sim experience in Aus Virtual Pilots

Nicholas Mayson

Ryan Taylor

Aus Virtual Pilots President

Aus Virtual Pilots VA Manager
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CHAPTER 1 – Technical Specification
This Chapter is designed to provide you with all the technical specifications and requirements to
operate within the Aus Virtual Pilots Virtual Airline (AVP VA). Additionally, it covers technical support if
you require it.

About this Manual
This manual aims to assist you with getting started within the AVP VA with additional instructions and
support on other technical aspects. This manual does not teach Basic Aeronautical Knowledge within
flight sim, only the use of the AVP VA software. Any further questions or queries that this manual
does not seek to answer should be directed to the appropriate staff. Further information on technical
support is located in this chapter under ‘Technical Support'.

Creating your Aus Virtual Pilots Account
If you have not done so already, users of the virtual airline must create an account on the AVP VA.
This can be done directly through the Aus Virtual Pilots website (www.ausvirtualpilots.com). Upon
signing up you will gain access to the VAMSYS program further known as the Aus Virtual Pilots
Virtual Airline software (VAMSYS). It is recommended you bookmark the dashboard page for ease of
access.

System Requirements & Software Installation
The AVP VA requires the use of an applicable flight simulator that runs on Windows or Mac. There is
no support for other devices including Xbox. Users must obtain the following programs from the list
below in addition to the flight simulator they wish to use. Note: All programs below are Free and are
directly available via the links below or through VAMSYS.
•

An Aus Virtual Pilots Virtual Airline Account on VAMSYS
o available here: https://vamsys.io/register/avp

•

FSUIPC (Free version or payware)
o available here: http://www.fsuipc.com/

•

Pegasus ACARS Client
o available here: https://vamsys.io/resources/pegasus

•

Join the Aus Virtual Pilots Discord for route requests, aircraft requests and general support.
o available here: https://discord.gg/PWTmGZcwTD

Installing FSUIPC
FSUIPC is a background software that needs to be run to allow your simulator to tell the Pegasus
ACARS client your flight data. This is a required piece of software. It is recommended that you save a
shortcut of this on your desktop and run it manually as opposed to it autorunning upon opening your
simulator.
Head to the FSUIPC website (http://www.fsuipc.com/) and navigate to your simulator. Click the blue
title link and a download should begin. Extract the download. Run the application. (If prompted with a
warning aiming to protect your PC do not be concerned, this software is not harmful to your PC,
continue to run the program by clicking ‘more info’ then ‘allow to run’. Or simply click ‘Allow to run’).
Follow the steps within the installer application. Untick FSUIPC to auto start if prompted (our
recommendation) When prompted to the registration page with details and a product ‘key’. Click ‘Skip’
below. Refer to image on the next page. (It is recommended you watch a tutorial on YouTube as well)
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Following this complete the setup and ensure you have a accessible shortcut for later when starting
your flights.

Click the blue links to begin downloading the appropriate FSUIPC.

Follow the steps within the installer application. When prompted to the registration page with details
and a product ‘key’. Click ‘Skip’ below. Refer to image on the next page.
DISCLAIMER – Aus Virtual Pilots does not support any installation guides on FSUIPC as it is not
owned by us. For support on this software contact FSUIPC directly via their
website.(http://www.fsuipc.com/)
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Installing Pegasus ACARS Client
The Pegasus ACARS Client is the tracker in which you will record your flight as well as submit your
flight report (PIREP). The Pegasus ACARS Client allows you to customise sound packs for various
airlines for Cabin FX, read your Simbrief OFP, track your flight with live data such as landing rate,
pitch, roll etc. For more information on using the Pegasus ACARS client please refer to chapter 2.
To install the Pegasus ACARS Client you must have access to the AVP VA inside of VAMSYS after
making your account. Click on ‘Resources’ on the menu bar at the top, followed by ‘Pegasus ACARS
Client’ then download. Extract your download and run the ‘setup’ following all steps. Ensure you have
access to this essily as you will need to run alongside your flight sim before you start flying.

Technical Support
For further assistance and general support, it is recommended you join the Aus Virtual Pilots Discord
(https://discord.gg/PWTmGZcwTD). Here there is a team of people that will be willing to help you. In
our Discord server we have a AVP VA section with a support channel titled ‘VA Support’. Here you will
be able to file a private ticket where a member of staff will be in contact to help you.
If this is your first time using discord, please head to their website and make an account as well as
either watch a beginners guide to Discord on Youtube or read up about it on their website. It is
recommended you also download the discord program to your computer.
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CHAPTER 2 – Quick Start Guide
This Chapter is designed to provide you with getting started flying in the AVP VA. This chapter covers
the overview of both VAMSYS and Pegasus ACARS Client. This chapter also covers recording flights
in the simulator to the virtual airline via the Pegasus ACARS client. If you wish to fly GA that is also
covered on how to do so in this chapter.

VAMSYS Overview
VAMSYS is the main hub to the AVP VA. On the VAMSYS program you can book flights, check staff
updates, view maps, view the latest events, view leader boards, download documents and resources.
It will also store all your statistics as you progress through the virtual airline and rank up.

How to use VAMSYS
After first signing up with Aus Virtual Pilots or logging into VAMSYS you will be presented with a
picture/button that looks like this. Click where on this picture in your browser or your unique AVP(Number) to continue.
(Be aware this image may appear darker if
you have dark screen preference setting on
in VAMSYS)

This will bring you to our start up screen you get each time you log in to the AVP VA. (similar to
below).

You can navigate to various pages with drop down menus located on a few at the top of the page under
the Aus Virtual Pilots Virtual Airline Logo.
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Dashboard Menu
The Dashboard is the main page on the VAMSYS System for the AVP VA. It consists of an overview
of ‘Your statistics’ which are updated automatically.

It shows your current or booked flight. Next to this you can view your last flight with the option to view
your PIREP or PIREPS.

The social bar allows you to click on those displayed to view our social channels. It is recommended
you join our Discord server as mentioned in chapter 1. Further on how to use the discord server in
relation to the virtual airline is mentioned in chapter 3 of this manual.

We also list below display the current advertised events on this page through a carousel as well with a
current flights board with information on who is flying by their name, callsign, departure and arrival
airports, aircraft and much more.

Notices Page
The notices page is where you can find all important updates from the staff team directly to Pilots and
members. Please ensure you view and read these notices. You must mark each notice with ‘mark as
read’ before booking a flight to ensure you have read the notice. Any new or unread notices may
appear with a symbol on the menu tab.

Flight Centre (with drop down menu)
The Flight Centre page is where you can select from Booking a Flight, view your PIREPS, view the
Destination Map, and make a claim.
These are all essential sections within VAMSYS and are
explained further into this chapter. To learn to Book a flight
or make a claim continue reading this chapter. The
PIREPS menu will display all your PIREP reports and
show the progress of them. The destination map displays
all the routes in and out of a particular airport.The claims
page is explained further into this chapter.
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Flight Map Page
The Flight Map page displays all current flight in progress by other pilots and members flying. Clicking
on any aircraft will display the pilot and other flight information. This is especially useful when flying in
large groups or events. A great feature as well is that it shows live weather radar too!

Events Page
The Events Page displays all the Current and Upcoming Events within the AVP VA. This includes
both Focus Airports, AVP Holiday Destinations, Weekly, Weekend and Special Events.

To view an event, click on the event picture to which will open the event details, description, bonus
points and registration options. This will bring up a page that looks similar to the one below.
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For more information on Events and how to participate please continuing reading this chapter.

Documents (with dropdown menu).
The Documents page with a drop-down menu displays the Rank Manual, Points Manual and the
VAMSYS policies. These manuals are explained further into chapter 3.

Resources (with dropdown menu).
The Resources page with a drop-down menu provides a ‘downloads’ page and the ‘Pegasus ACARS
Client’ page discussed earlier in chapter 1 to where you can download the ACARS software. The
downloads page provides members with exclusive downloads such as liveries and more.

Community (with dropdown menu).
The Community with drop down menu provides a Forum, Leaderboard, Aus Virtual Pilots Team page,
and social links. The Forum is built in within the VAMSYS community and can be a useful place for
support and other features soon to come to VAMSYS. The leaderboard is a great place to spot who is
at the top, broken by the week, month, and all time for different categories of competition. Remaining
menus and social pages directly link you to AVP channels.
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Pegasus ACARS Client Overview
The Pegasus ACARS Client is the tracker in which you will record your flight as well as submit your
flight report (PIREP). The Pegasus ACARS Client comes with many features to customise your
experience.
Upon starting the program you will be required to sign in to VAMSYS as you would do so via the
VAMSYS Aus Virtual Pilots Virtual Airline page. Then continue to select by clicking on the Aus Virtual
Pilots Virtual Airline. (similar to the one below).

After you log in you will be presented with a menu (similar to the one below). You can select from the
following side menu options. Booking, ACARS, OFP, Map and Settings. This will explain the pages
before we demonstrate further how you will use them to book and file flights.

Booking Page
Will load the latest booking you have made on the VAMSYS system. This is where you will start your
flight tracking once inside the simulator and on the ground.

ACARS Page
Is the Flight tracking data being recorded. This will show a progress bar with live information of your
flight. This is where you will end and file your flight once finished or if you wish to cancel.

OFP (Operational Flight Plan)
OFP (Operational Flight Plan) allows you to add your Simbrief ID to get instant access to your latest
OFP created. This can be especially useful to reference. Simbrief ID can be located on your Simbrief
account in settings.

Map
The Map is an extension of the VAMSYS map, it displays live flights going on with detailed
information on each. Highly recommended to check when flying in groups. Maps are detailed with live
weather radars as well.

Settings
Allows you to customise various settings within the Pegasus ACARS Client. Including colour
customisation, the program. Pick any colour you wish and set it as your background and accent
colour in the program.
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How to Book a Flight
Booking a flight in the AVP VA is simple. We have made it easy and simple so you can spend more
time flying and having fun! It may take a bit of practice if your new but we can guarantee you will be
perfect in no time!
Please be aware of our callsigns and what they are used for AVP - Oceania, AVE - European Routes,
AVA - Americas Routes, AVC - Cargo, AVG - GA, AVX - Asia/Special routes, AVF - Africa, VOZ - Virgin
Aus Routes Only
Start by heading to the Flight Centre then click onto Book Flight. You will see a page (similar to one
below) where you can see your current airport location or you can select to jumpseat to one by either
click on the map icons or search the airport from the drop down list (or by typing into the search box).
For more information on ‘Jumpseating’ to other airports without flying, read chapter 3.

From your current location you can search routes via the filter for aircraft or by clicking a Destination
Airport Map Icon. This will show a page with route information (similar to one below).
To book flight select Book Flight and follow onto the booking screen.
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On this page you can choose your aircraft type clicking Select Aircraft from the drop menu and
scrolling or searching.
It is also possible to search via the registration or airline code. To register aircraft read chapter 3.
You can confirm your booking by selecting either Dispatch via Simbrief or Dispatch without
Simbrief.

After you confirm your booking you will be brought to a flight confirmation page (Similar to one below)
where you can view flight information, airport information, flight options and a route map.
In Flight Options you can edit your plan, book an additional flight, export it to a network, cancel it and
much more.

Start your Flight Simulator (spawn on your gate), Start FSUIPC, Start Pegasus and select Aus
Virtual Pilots, Select booking and you should have a page that looks similar to the one below
corresponding to the booking you just made.
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Check this is your booking. If it is not your booking or an older version click refresh at the top of the
application. Begin your flight by clicking Start Flight.

If you encounter any of the following messages (similar to the one shown
here) please ensure FSUIPC7 is running and installed correctly.
If the problem persists, please seek technical support via our Discord
Server. Further information can be found in Chapter 1 under Technical
Support.

Once you begin your flight, the ACARS page will appear with a live detail, progress bar and a log
below. DO NOT CLOSE Pegasus until you have finished your flight with the aircraft parked and
engines off. Clicking cancel will additionally cancel the flight in the scenario you wish to stop or restart.
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How to File a Flight
To finish your flight and file a PIREP. Make sure your aircraft is completely stopped, with the parking
break and engines off. Then return to the Pegasus program and click green button Submit PIREP in
the bottom right corner.

You can additionally choose to leave any comments regarding your flight but note this is only if you
wish to inform the Flight Operations team of a problem you incurred. Leaving a comment may result in
a longer time to review and process the PIREP.
All PIREPs submitted are processed automatically (unless otherwise stated). A PIREP may take up to
ten (10) minutes to be processed, during the course of which, PIREP will go through and finally settle
on one of the statuses. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accepted - PIREP has passed automated scoring and is now complete.
Awaiting Review - PIREP has failed automated scoring or got flagged for review by a
member of staff.
Rejected - PIREP has been rejected automatically or by a member of staff.
Invalidated - PIREP has been invalidated automatically or by a member of staff.
Processing - PIREP is undergoing processing.
Reply Needed - PIREP needs your input prior to review by the staff team.

PIREPs with the status of Reply Needed require prompt attention by you. You will not be able to start
any new flights until after you respond to these PIREPs. Rejected PIREPs only earn flight hours, but
not points, whereas Invalidated ones do not count towards your hour and point total.
Leaving a PIREP Comment, whether via ACARS or vAMSYS, will automatically result in PIREP sent
for staff review

Liveries and Airframe
VAMSYS keeps a list of 'Approved Liveries'. This allows us to ensure you have flown the correct
aircraft type and used an appropriate livery. Your PIREP will be marked as Awaiting Review if you
have flown the livery we are unaware of yet. This will allow a member of staff to review the PIREP and
accept or reject the PIREP. If you used an appropriate livery and your PIREP got marked as Awaiting
Review, please rest assured there is nothing to worry about. Feel free to continue flying and the
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member of staff reviewing the PIREP will add that livery to Approved Aircraft List. Aircraft in that list
will not trigger a PIREP review in the future.

Your PIREP may take time to be accepted due to several factors. For example, when the livery your
flying has not been used before or if there is an error within your flight that breaks the flight operation
such as a landing rate exceeding -650 FPM. To find out further about these rules consult your points
manual on VAMSYS (further explained in chapter 3).
If you could not fly using VAMSYS, please visit the Claim page under Flight Centre on VAMSYS.
Claims is further explained in chapter 3.
To review your PIREPS and progress of them visit the PIREPS page under Flight Centre on
VAMSYS.

Flying General Aviation (GA)
You can fly General Aviation (GA) aircraft in the AVP VA. When making your Flight Booking please
select under the aircraft type ‘GA’, this will cover all General Aviation type aircraft.
IMPORTANT – When flying to multiple
destinations or legs in the same trip and
landing, it should be noted that you DO
NOT switch off your engine/engines.
Pegasus will record diversion airports as
many times but when you switch off your
engine the flight will automatically stop
recording data and you will be forced to file
a PIREP.
This method does not mean you have to
book each leg but just ensure you do not
switch off your engine/engines until your
arrive.

We plan to continue reviewing our system for Flying General Aviation with VAMSYS and will notify of
any changes. Ensure this is the latest version of the Aus Virtual Pilots Virtual Airline Manual.
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CHAPTER 3 – Aus Virtual Pilots VA Reference
This Chapter is designed to provide you with additional information on Aus Virtual Pilots Events in the
Virtual Airline, Requesting Routes, and Aircraft. Jump seating to different destinations, making a
claim, the Rank and Point systems and the VAMSYS Policies.

Events
Aus Virtual Pilots Virtual Airline Events can be found on the Events page on VAMSYS. The Events
Page displays all the Current and Upcoming Events within the AVP VA. This includes both Focus
Airports, AVP Holiday Destinations, Weekly, Weekend and Special Events. This is explained in
chapter 1 with how to view events.

How Events work
Events in the AVP VA are a great way of getting involved with the community as well as earning
Bonus Points on top of your flight. All events run on UTC time please be mindful of this depending on
your location time zone. Each month we update a new selection of events as well as release one
special event towards the end of the month. Feel free to fly between the start and end times of events
and if your looking for others to fly and chat with take a look at our discord channel.

Event Registration
Some events require registrations. Registrations must be made before the event start time to ensure
pilots earn the bonus points applicable to the flight. Registering for an event does not make an
automatic flight booking, this is left for you the pilot to complete.
If an event appears no registration or not required, you have either missed out on registering or points
will be automatically allocated upon flying the event route. Either way you are still welcome to fly.
Events such as Focus Airports for example do not require registrations.

Types of Events
The events in AVP VA typically remain consistent with the number of Focus Airports, Holiday
destinations, weekly flight events and special flight events.
Focus Airports are selected each month and feature the best airports around the world. You
additionally earn bonus points for any flights departing or arriving.
AVP Holiday Destinations are selected and feature the most popular global holiday destinations. You
additionally earn bonus points for any flights departing or arriving.
Weekly events and special events are easy to join. Simply book the corresponding route to an event
between the start and end times (make sure of the registration policy too) and start flying to earn
bonus points! We offer variety in both the weekly and special events to meet the community!

Event Feedback Surveys
Events in the AVP VA are a great way of connecting to the community, if you happen to see a
feedback survey, please consider filling it out! It helps us build better events!

Route Requests
If you cannot find a desired route to fly within the Flight Centre on
VAMSYS head to our discord to request a route. Route requests can
be done, although please be aware this may take a couple of hours
depending on your time zone in relation to the Flight Operations
team.
You can find Route Requests in the Aus Virtual Pilots Discord server
under AVP Virtual Airline.
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Aircraft Registration Requests
If you cannot find a desired aircraft registration to fly within the Flight
Centre on VAMSYS head to our discord to request an aircraft
registration. Requests can be done, although please be aware this
may take a couple of hours depending on your time zone in relation
to the Flight Operations team.
You can find Aircraft Registration Requests in the Aus Virtual Pilots
Discord server under AVP Virtual Airline.

Jumpseat
In the AVP VA you are free to jumpseat (move) to another airport without having to do a flight. You
are able to freely move about at your own leisure, there is no limit to how many you can do.
This can be easily done in the VAMSYS Flight Centre. Select the Destination Map in the drop-down
menu and select the airport you wish to jumpseat too!

Claims
Claims allow you to record the hours of your flight in case you experience difficulty with the Pegasus
or VAMSYS software. To make a claim just add the details of when you flew and proof of flight such
as a Volanta record for example. You should only submit one claim per flight.
This can be easily done in the VAMSYS Flight Centre. Select Claims in the drop-down menu and
follow the instructions.

Rank System
As you fly within the AVP VA you will level up ranks. This is in the form of seniority of flying
experience as you work your way up from a Cadet to a Hub Captain! To Qualify for a rank, you must
satisfy the requirements of both Hours, Points and Bonus Points.
To check your current rank or the rank system visit the VAMSYS Documents and select Rank
Manual in the drop-down menu.

Point System
When you fly you earn points based on the flight you are doing and the aircraft you are flying. To find
out what you earn points on consult the Point Manual. Here you can find all information regarding
each aircraft offered in the Virtual Airline.
To check Point Manual visit the VAMSYS Documents and select Point Manual in the drop-down
menu.

VAMSYS Policies
It is recommended that you familiarise yourself with the VAMSYS policies. All VAMSYS policies can
be found via the VAMSYS Documents tab and are updated there. Policies such as the Cookie Policy,
Privacy Policy, Terms and Conditions are all listed.
Find the policies visit the VAMSYS Documents and select vAMSYS Policies in the drop-down
menu. (https://vamsys.io/legal)
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